Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new path metric, which improves the performance of soft-input soft-output (SISO) tree detection for iterative detection and decoding (IDD) systems. While the conventional path metric accounts for the contribution of symbols on a visited path due to the causal nature of tree search, the new path metric, called improved path metric, reflect the contribution of unvisited paths using an unconstrained minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate of undecided symbols. The improved path metric is applied to SISO Malgorithm, which finds a list of symbol candidates based on breadth-first search strategy and computes a posteriori probability of each entry of the symbol vector. We study the probability of correct path loss (CPL) for the improved path metric and confirm the performance improvement over the conventional path metric.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complex-domain relationship between the transmitted symbol and received signal vector in many communication systems can be expressed as y = Hx + n,
where x is the transmitted vector whose entries are chosen from a finite symbol alphabet, y and n are the received signal and noise vectors, respectively, and H is a complex channel matrix. Basically, a posteriori probability (APP) detection is formulated as obtaining a posteriori probabilities on the bits comprising x based on a priori probabilities on them and the observed vector y. The APP detector is a key component of iterative detection and decoding (IDD) system, where a form of soft information is exchanged between a soft-input softoutput (SISO) symbol detector and channel decoder to achieve bit error rate (BER) improvement [1] . Direct computation of APP involves marginalization over all possible candidates of x, incurring significant amount of complexity for large systems. In order to reduce the complexity for the APP detection, tree detection techniques [1] - [4] have been popularly used, which, in essence, limit the set of symbol candidates over which the APP is estimated. In [1] , a list of multiple symbol candidates with high likelihood functions are found by a fixed-radius sphere search and then the APP is estimated by counting the symbol candidates in the list. In [3] , a hard sphere decoder is employed to find a maximum a posteriori (MAP) symbol estimate, and a candidate list is generated by bit-flipping of the MAP estimate. An approach for computing the APP of all bits comprising the symbol vector through a single search is proposed in [4] , and more sophisticated extension of this idea is presented in [5] . While the complexity of these APP detectors depends on noise and channel realizations, there have been other algorithms that offer fixed complexity. In [6] , the M -algorithm was used to find a fixed size candidate list and in [7] , the stack algorithm was combined with soft augmentation of tail bits for list generation. Other fixed complexity SISO detection methods include [8] and [9] .
A search space spanned by the symbol vector x can be represented by a tree, where each complete path corresponds to a realization of x. In a nutshell, a goal of tree detection algorithms is to find the complete paths with the minimum cost metric. Towards this end, path metric is assigned to each node, which contains partial information on the cost metric. Owing to the causal nature of the search, the conventional path metric [1] is determined by contributions of the visited path on the cost metric only. In this case, the path metric in the upper level of tree considers only a few symbol spans so that it does not reflect the validity of a path, causing erroneous decisions or backtracking operations often. This property of the conventional path metric degrades the efficiency of tree search.
There were several different path metrics used for tree search. A Fano metric, proposed for sequential decoding, introduces a bias term proportional to tree depth to penalize short paths [10] . Similar bias term is derived for equalization of intersymbol interference (ISI) channel in [11] and for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) detection in [12] . In [7] , a probability density of received vector was used as a bias term to improve the efficiency of stack algorithm.
In this paper, we propose a new path metric for improving a sorting (or pruning) process of the tree search. This path metric, referred to as improved path metric looks ahead the contribution of unvisited paths using soft unconstrained linear symbol estimates to provides stronger information on the visited path. By applying the improved path metric to the SISO M -algorithm, more promising symbol candidates can be selected, which eventually brings the improvement in detection performance. In this paper, we particularly focus on the analysis of correct path loss (CPL) probability to demonstrate the performance gain achieved by the improved path metric.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first describe the IDD system. Then, we will provide a brief introduction of SISO tree detection algorithm.
A. Description of IDD System
The rate R c recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder is used to convert a sequence of i.i.d. binary bits {b i } to a sequence of coded bits {c i }. The bit sequence {c i } is permuted using a random interleaver and Q interleaved bits are mapped to a finite alphabet symbol. These symbols comprise the symbol vector
T . We label the interleaved bits associated with x k as c k,1 , · · · , c k,Q . Due to the interleaving, we can assume that the entries of symbol vector are uncorrelated with each other. The vector of received signal can be expressed as y = Hx + n, where y and n are the L × 1 received signal and noise vectors, respectively, and H is a L × N complex channel matrix.
Given the observation y and a priori probabilistic knowledge on x, the SISO symbol detector computes the a pos-
where
where the set X ±1 k,i is the set of all symbol combinations satisfying c k,i = ±1, and
Then, the extrinsic LLRs of all bits contained in a processing block are delivered to the channel decoder as a priori LLRs. Under the IDD framework, the exchange of these extrinsic LLRs is carried out repeatedly until the performance ceases to improve.
B. SISO Tree Detection Algorithm
Since a tree search algorithm searches for the symbol vectors minimizing −λ(x), we will call the function
Tree search is operated on a tree representing the search space of x. Consider the N entries of x, i.e., x 1 , · · · , x N . Staring from the root node, we can expand a tree depending on the realizations of x N to x 1 [2] . For each node, we extend 2 Q branches according to each symbol realization. These branch extensions repeat until all branches for x 1 , · · · , x N are generated. This yields a tree of the depth N , where each "complete" path traversing from the root to the bottom level is associated with a realization of x. In the sequel, we will denote a path associated with a set of symbols
T . For convenience, we call a level of tree associated with the symbol x i "the ith level", e.g., the bottom level is called the "first" level.
For systematic search of the candidates minimizing the cost metric, a path metric is assigned to each path. To determine the path metric, we perform QR decomposition of H = QR where R has an N × N upper-triangular matrix whose diagonals are non-negative and Q is an L × N unitary matrix 1 . Then, we can express
The path metric associated with the path x N k can be defined as a partial sum in the cost metric, i.e.,
Since the path metric depends on the terms b(x N i )(k ≤ i ≤ N ) associated with the symbols on the visited path, we call it causal path metric. According to predefined node extension order, the tree detection algorithm produces the most likely symbol candidates minimizing the cost metric. If we denote this candidate list as L, the approximated APP is obtained as
III. IMPROVED PATH METRIC
In this section, we derive a new path metric that improves the search efficiency of tree detection algorithms.
A. Motivation
We consider the following path metric; Definition 3.1: A genie-aided path metric is defined as
The genie-aided path metric is obtained by minimizing the sum
. This minimal term is added to the causal path metric. This bias term accounts for the contributions of unvisited paths, which were dropped in the causal path metric.
Lemma 3.2:
The modified M -algorithm, which uses the genie-aided path metric, can find a closest path with minimal number of node visitations, i.e., with M = 1. This lemma can be easily proved using the fact that from any node, the genie-aided path metric provides the smallest cost metric among all tail paths. 
where the minimizerx
is the MAP estimate of x k−1 1 , i.e.,
Theorem 3.3 implies that the bias term of the genie-aided path metric is obtained by evaluating
at the MAP estimate of x k−1 1 . This MAP estimate is derived under the condition that a current visited path x N k is associated with the actual transmitted symbols. Though it sounds promising, computation of the bias term incurs high complexity for large systems. Hence, in what follows, we will present a practical way to improve the quality of path metric.
B. Derivation of New Path Metric
Consider a particular path x N k . We define a new path metric as follows; Definition 3.4: The improved path metric, denoted by 
where R 11,k , R 12,k , and R 22,k are the partitioned submatrices of R. Using (11), we can express the improved path metric as
and ξ x
can be derived aŝ
from a priori LLRs [1] and
. The set Θ includes all constellation points that a symbol can take on. Notice that in the absence of a priori LLRs (e.g. in the first iteration), Λ k = I and x
and P k = Z k R 12,k , we can express the improved path metric as
C. New SISO M -algorithm
We apply the improved path metric to the SISO Malgorithm. At every tree level, the best M paths are selected based on
Beginning from the root node, this candidate selection proceeds for from x N to x 1 . At the bottom level, 2 Q M complete paths are selected as a candidate list L. Over L, the a posteriori LLR for each bit is calculated from (6).
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the previous section, we showed that if the genie-aided path metric is used, the transmitted symbols are always found with M = 1. In this section, we investigate the performance of the improved path metric for the case of M = 1. We derive a probability of correct path loss (CPL), that is, the probability that the tree search rejects a path associated with transmitted symbols. Though the study is limited to the case of M = 1, better CPL probability for M = 1 implies better quality of path metric which would hold for other values of M .
Given the channel matrix R and the a priori LLRs, the probability of CPL can be expressed as
where L k denotes the set of paths selected at the kth level and Pr(·) is the probability given that x is sent. Since we consider the case of M = 1, x N k+1 ∈ L k+1 implies that a correct path have been selected up to the k +1th level. Given this condition and from (11), (12) , and (13), we can express the path metric,
, and
T . Note that C is the term independent of the selection of x k . The first term in (19) is seen as a distance metric between the output of scalar channel
Since the a priori term ξ(x k ) in (19) would always lead to better detection, we neglect the impact of it for now.
k , the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of the scalar channel is given by
Lemma 4.1: The SINR in (20) is bounded by
In a similar manner, we can show that the SINR for the causal path metric is
. Hence, the terms B 
In addition, B (22) is an increasing function of γβ ∈ (0, 1). Since γ indicates an index for tree depth, the upper-bound of the SINR gain is maximum at the top tree level. Now, we derive the probability of CPL using the SINR we obtained. In order to make derivation tractable, we make Gaussian approximation for the MMSE estimation error e
. We can show that this approximation leads to the assumption that the interference plus noise in the scaler channel is also Gaussian. The validity of the Gaussian approximation has been supported in [13] . Assume a random channel H whose elements are independent complex Gaussian with CN (0, 1). We can express the average probability of CPL, denoted as P CPL , as
where E H [·] denotes the expectation operation in terms of H. The higher order terms (h.o.t.) are neglected since they are smaller than the leading terms in high SNR regime. From (21), the upper-bound of the CPL probability can be given
Using the relationship Q( √ x + y) ≤ Q( √ x) exp − y 2 for x, y > 0 and from (28), we have 
